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A Prosperity Leader transforms everyone into a passionate partner and an empowered contributor who 
knows how to impact the results of an organization.

100 years ago, workers spearheaded the labor movement to protest bad working conditions. Today, we are 
still faced with an epidemic of soul-sucking jobs. It is not enough to provide a job. It is important for your 
company to be successful and your employees to be valued for their part of the collective results. Becoming a 
Prosperity Leader allows you to create the business and job people want to be a part of and lead your own 
Prosperity Revolution.

IIn this presentation you will learn how to:
• Stop the epidemic of employee indifference and dissatisfaction.
• Observe people create, volunteer, and take responsibility for winning initiatives.
• Help yourself and everyone else to make more money.

Business Leadership Coach, Ruth Schwartz will show you how she became a Prosperity Leader and exactly 
what to develop in yourself to lead a Prosperity Revolution.

This is the story of how Ruth started the high performing, open book company Mordam Records 
and built it into a $10 Mil company. Through interviews with former employees, she tells how to 
create consensus through knowledge and empowered decision making so that any business 
owner can be free of day to day task management and become the visionary leaders they would 
like to be.  

Ruth spent 25 years in the music industry. She started Mordam Records in 1983 and built it to a $10 Mil distribution 
company. Today, Schwartz is an internationally certied, business leadership coach, motivational speaker, author and 
the facilitator of Business Mastermind Groups. She owns High Performance Advocates, a management development 
and leadership coaching company. 


